NTSPP - 385

by Silvanus
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Across
1 Wicked sort of
racist men (9)

10 Stirs up exploits
by American
soldiers returning
(7)

18

20 Innocent soul
finds pound midmorning? On the
contrary (4)
23 Neat and in good
order (8)
24 Have an
obligation to fawn
in speech? What a
pity (2,4)
26 Watch a patient
ingesting Indian
food (7)
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11 Gas pipe
intermittently
leaks - a risk
ultimately
disregarded for
cookers? (6)

18 Leave Italy mostly
relaxed after
band's appearance
in street (10)

5

13
14

15 Deliriously happy
Carol is fabulous
(10)

4

11

9 Anger shown
towards advanced
disease (7)

14 Club displaying
inflexibility (4)

3

9

6 Without
knowledge, Kent
ace bowled two
overs successively
- it's forbidden (5)

12 Waste left
uncovered and
free-flowing (8)
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24
25

26

28
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27 Book addresses
prison love, it
produces hot
material (7)

5 Horns may be
heard during its
slow movement
(7,3)

17 Stone-cutter's paid
early maybe, but
missing final
cheque (8)

28 Heartless, lax
Roman age? (5)

6 Upset group with
piercing cry, they
are gathered
outside
supermarket (8)

19 Irritate retired
former partner
acquiring area
above posh offices
(7)

7 Implore gutless
Swede to enter
wood (7)

21 Ordinary woman
wearing silver
over expensive
top (7)

29 Unconscious
deterioration in
taste perhaps (9)
Down
1 Mischance
disrupted routine
procedures (9)
2 House with a
dangerous tale it's
rumoured (7)
3 Staggered a
fisherman may
have done this (6)
4 Horse raised from
Manitoba ranch
(4)

8 Attack where cast
is filming (5)
13 Argue about fine
distinctions in,
say, mammals
from Adriatic city
(5,5)
16 Strenuous work
for American
meeting debts (9)

22 Put aside quiet
guidelines
essentially to cap
day of celebration
(6)
23 Dismisses absence
of label at first in
casual trousers (5)
25 Often viewed
enclosing
Nigella's starters?
(4)

